Forensic Team
Gives Debates
WHYY to Broadcast
Panels Each Sunday

This year the forensic team is presenting a series of debates that will be broadcast by WHYY. Every Sunday, starting at 8:00 PM, a group of Lawrentians working as a member of the traveling forensic team will be seen on the full co-operation of all the students to help us achieve our goal.

Brokaw Hosts
New Women; Coach Speaks

Superintendents about Friday the 13th, Mr. Modder will give a speech on the immortality in the form of a referendum, being in plays. Although the first semester freshmen are not eligible, the series is to be limited to six different voters, to avoid the possibility of fraud. Among the names of the topics that may be brought to New York next week night. He briefly outlined the plans for the speech, which would include a discussion of Main hall, or contact Allen Mink at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.

Sunset Acquaints
Fresh With Clubs;
Modder Explains

October 6 & 7 a Sunset club held an open meeting in room 22 Main Hall for interested freshmen with the club. Arthur Modder, the editor of the magazine, stated that admission to the club was based on a point system. Among the names of the points that may be obtained through writing, tickets, working on stage crews, and being in plays. Although first semester freshmen are not eligible for dramatic parts in "Houda Gab", they can work behind the scenes in some capacity. It was also brought out that the Sunset club had paid for the Art and Architecture in a plan to present either the annual August college issue of Mademoiselle magazine has opened its annual contest for College Association in a plan to present either the 20th anniversary of the Springs University Press and 207 Madison Avenue. The contest is to be limited to six different voters, to avoid the possibility of fraud. Among the names of the topics that may be brought to New York next week night. He briefly outlined the plans for the speech, which would include a discussion of Main hall, or contact Allen Mink at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.

Appearance of Eve Incarnate
Climes Religious Convocation

As long as the thing is now a perplexed Eve as in her left hand on Pentecost Sunday at 8:30 PM. The symbolic immobar is in the religious conversation has been quite obvious. Thursday were blessed with the The statue's peculiar, sudden, starting at 8:00 PM. A football game with Grinnell will be brought to New York next month.

Sundays, 10:30 a.m., as the first semester freshmen are not eligible for dramatic parts in "Houda Gab", they can work behind the scenes in some capacity. It was also brought out that the Sunset club had paid for the Art and Architecture in a plan to present either the annual August college issue of Mademoiselle magazine has opened its annual contest for College Association in a plan to present either the 20th anniversary of the Springs University Press and 207 Madison Avenue. The contest is to be limited to six different voters, to avoid the possibility of fraud. Among the names of the topics that may be brought to New York next week night. He briefly outlined the plans for the speech, which would include a discussion of Main hall, or contact Allen Mink at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
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Organists to Hold Concert in Chapel

The newly organized Northeastern Wisconsin chapter of the American Guild of Organists is sponsoring its first concert Sunday, October 22, at 3 p.m. at Memorial Chapel. The program will be presented by William H. Marchal, a pupil of the American Guild of Organists. Mr. Marchal is head of the organ department at Ohio State University and is organist-chromister of the Trinity Episcopal church in Columbus, Ohio. He has studied with the organists who have been the world's greatest. Mr. Marchal has been with the American Guild of Organists for several years.

The concert will feature a number of different pieces by various composers. The program includes works by Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, as well as contemporary composers. A special feature of the concert will be the performance of a new composition by Mr. Marchal. The concert is free and open to the public.

Listening to the concert will be a delightful experience. The music will be performed with skill and precision, and the audience will be able to appreciate the beauty and complexity of the compositions.

Compliments

Suellows, fine luggage

PARKETTE

$3.00

Value $8

Name engraved free.

1303 E. W. SHANNON
OFFICE SUPPLY

Dual Control Training Car

Our complete dual control plan ensures the student's safety and permits them to learn to drive without tension or nervousness, therefore giving confidence and competence easily and quickly.

- Licensed Professional Instruction
- Graduate, Auto Driver Training School
- Guaranteed Results Obtained

Let us teach you how to drive safely. Remember 83% of all accidents occur on straight roads under good driving conditions. Our specialized training includes all phases of driving - Open Highway, Night Driving, Traffic, Parking, etc.

For details call TRI-CITY AT —
Appleton, Dial 4-4441
Ask for Louis Grishaber, Instructor

Open House at Sage

The Lawrence Women's Association will hold an open house to accommodate the members of the Sage. At the Sage, Ruggles Hall, immediately following the Grinnell Lawrence football game. All students and parents are invited.

Frank Van Duren in Chicago and with Marcel Dupe and Andrew Marchal.

Hold will play compositions by Mendel, Bach, Franck, Vierne, Del Tann, and Sowerby.

This is the first of several free concerts planned by the organists to make more organ music familiar to the public.

Memorial Drive
Florists

Flowers for the Formal to avoid disappointment please place your orders early with

Anita Higgins or Dick Swenson

Our Campus Representatives
Well, Kids, It's Finally Here—The End of Atwood's Article

The beginning of this feature appeared in last week's Lawrence Journal, but due to an error at the Crescent, the whole story was not printed. In its place appeared the end of an article by Craig E. Thompson on the finances of the college. Neither had we known the mistake. We are taking the liberty of reprinting the entire article in entirety because of the many people who have requested us to do so. — Ed.

by Cal Atwood

Who was I to argue? If they wanted Damon Horsey and Zither Blathers to play for the prom, who was I to argue? I get my discharge in June so I'll never see the new union anyway—ha ha, maybe not even by mistake. They're thirty thousand in the hole—when you're in that deep another way to go is to fill the bill — besides it's the only way to make it.

Cover the night of the prom. The whole gang all in the same room, practically swarming at the gluttony of it all and we just know we're going to fill the bill like they do on all my tents.

Comes the night of the prom. The whole gang all in the same room, practically swarming at the gluttony of it all and we just know we're going to fill the bill like they do on all my tents.

Comes the night of the prom. The whole gang all in the same room, practically swarming at the gluttony of it all and we just know we're going to fill the bill like they do on all my tents.

Comes the night of the prom. The whole gang all in the same room, practically swarming at the gluttony of it all and we just know we're going to fill the bill like they do on all my tents.

The babes about the campus are hotter get an urge to dance. We kind of float up the stairs and barge in on the floor, pool our chips and decide that we better get an urge to dance. So we take off and after several moments jigs ensue we pull up at the piano. We kind of feel up the steps and barge in on the floor. I'm a see bit jogged up but the music don't sound no different to me than some of last year's local yuletide rag-time. But the skirts really beautiful go for them in a big way and they say the stuff's gonna and all that and who am I to know? It's only the dolls who know the scoop on stuff like that, so I just cruise along for the ride.

We're just bugging into the third dance when they start giving out with that good-night sweetheart business. Everybody makes a rush for the door so we shove off too. We clinch aboard and sack down the Cruise-ly trail and I see by my Mickey Mouse that there isn't going to be no time for no good-night hugging and I begin to wonder if I didn't just get sold a bill of goods somewhere along the line. Maybe we shoulda sneak the dough in the union but like I say — it's no skin off my tenta.

For the Freshmen

With an Introduction to Maxie
The Celebrity List Is Complete

by Shirley Penrose

Maybe you freshmen didn't realize it, but one of the oldest members of your welcoming committee was absent when you arrived on campus last month. But believe this, that all the old-timers from freshmen up to professors noticed that Maxie wasn't around. Maxie being the not-so-young, but nevertheless beloved, red cocker spaniel who has for some years now been considered the campus mascot.

Maxie's college career at Lawrence began about nine years ago with that of his master, Charles Kittles of Appleton. Neither had been here long when Charles was called into the army, but Maxie stayed on, transferring his loyalty very much to his liking the many people who have requested us to do so.

So, you can see that the disappearance of Maxie was no small matter — no wonder you heard student after student asking in as to his whereabouts. And maybe you can understand now the general sigh of relief last week when the familiar figure was again seen indulging in his favorite sport of chasing sticks in front of the Delta house. It seems that Maxie had spent his summer vacation back with his old master, Kliefoth, who lives on Pacific Street. Because he was going to be away from town for a few days, Charles brought the dog over to the Delta and asked that he be kept there until his master's return.

Maxie Gilham to replace his idol. The following September, graduating Bill lives in the Navy V-12 unit which was then stationed here. But, alas, there came a time when they too disappeared from campus leaving forlorn pup behind. This time, just as the veterans and their families replaced the sailors at Lawrence, so they took over the vacated spot in Maxie's heart.

However, upon finding that a veteran's college life is anything but permanent, Maxie staked out claims at the Delta Tau Delta house and seemed to find fraternity life very much to his liking. His favorite pal that year was a Delta, Bob Fritis, and although Bob graduated Maxie was back the following September, choosing Bill until the inevitable happened again and Bill, too, went the way of all good Delts, and graduated last spring.
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And Again Teas, Formals, Parties, Top Greek Doings

by the Clipper

Delt and Phi Delta record parties started off a weekend that must have been a real joy to all campus socialites, while those lovely Theta (and friends) were dancing into the wee small hours (12.30 A.M.) at the Kings of Pythias Hall, as they led off with the first of the round of fall formals.

Sunday afternoon found the Delt house filled with people as the Deltas had a tea. As with most teas, no tea, but that punch good! We were there for three hours. This week-end the Alpha Chi’s are giving their fall formal and to wind up the social calendar, there will be dancing to records at the Beta house.

At least, this week had its share of romance. Those who have the same fruits for 'happy-face' boys and girls they were the last time we put grog to wood-pulp are Jeanie Cuthmbrew and Jean Bartels, Jean Rudolfs and James Foeller: enaged. Bill Burnett and Betty Peterson and Mary Shorter; Bill Miehle and Chuck Bees of Carroll, engaged. Thus ends Cupid’s Column.

Our record collection was augmented with such danceable couples present. Our record collection was augmented with such danceable groups as the Kings of Pythias, the Deltas, the Alpha Chi’s, the Theta’s and some others.

The pledge class held their election last week and the voting went on into office: President — Marilyn Date; Vice — Sue Belknap; Secretary — Helen Sam-

There have been some strange things happening at the old Phi Tau house, this week. First there was a strange cat that strayed into the house. One of the fellows immediately adopted the animal and for several days there were strange cries in the night; then one day we all went to see how the cat was doing. It was found in the kitchen eating a piece of cake. It was quite an exciting experience, and we now realize our old friend (Turn to Page 5)

The Chapter wishes to tell all interested parties that our old friend, Don Petersen, secretary-treasurer, Marion Marling, scrapbook chairman, Nancy Preston; activity points chairman, Sylvia Brown; Marshalls, Tony Jaffa and Joy Weidler; co-social chairmen, Jane Taylor and Betty Hetter; homecoming chairman, Barh Arado.

On the social side, thanks to Dorothy Thompson and Karin Clossman, co-social chairmen, for our terrific pledge formal last Saturday at the K F Hall, and for our first social meeting with the pledge class last Monday. We have more pictures to take. We were all very interested.

Many thanks. First to Beulah Ritter, who introduced the pledges at the formal, and second to Jeanie Rye-

The Phi Taus have been a real nucleus of that captious swing last week by electing their all certified members please be in.

Couples pause for refreshment during the Kappa Alpha Theta formal held last Saturday at the Kings of Pythias hall.

... while the Deltas approve the records at their party too, but don’t stop to inspect them.

The picture taking, Brother Bill Miehle Ellinger and a man named Morris will be initiated just before Smith and Bemittel (one can righty remember) have been inspected parties that our old friend...
Letter to Student Body

Pusey Urges Generosity in LUC Donations

Giving is difficult. We are born with very little disposition for it, and for all of us to think up reasons for not giving than it is to learn how to give. But we must learn to do so, either for other reasons than for our own development. And each time we give, we make steps in this direction which win victories over our selfishness.

The Lawrence United Charities take us all to give. We should not do so, within the limits of our ability — happily, generously, and graciously. It is a good cause. It is a good opportunity. And we all need the practice.

As a matter of fact, the canvass is really working in your interest. It won't hurt to help him along. We can do it.

William H. Bickle

Friday, Oct. 13, 1950
The Lawrenceian

Mr. President:

On October 10, 1950, the Silies Invitations to the Student Body

Silies Invitations at Spanish Club

The next meeting of the Spanish club will be on Wednesday, October 10, and will be held on the first floor of Packard's House. A business meeting will be held first to elect a new secretary.

The program will consist of a short talk by members of the Spanish club and a talk by Carrie Silver. "My Summer in Guatemala." Spanish records will be played and there will be singing. They will play "La Constanza" or "El Bruno" and sing Spanish songs. Everyone interested is invited to attend.

Photographer Opening on Lawrentian Staff

Applications for photographer of the Lawrentian are being accepted, according to Miss Lipps, director of the paper. The attached hood has o

WINTER WONDERCOAT

The "Convoy" by White Stag

Inspired by Winston Church-

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

1 2 1 N. Appleton St. Phone 3-9536
Need Win to Keep Pennant Hopes Alive

At 3 p.m. tomorrow afternoon on the athletic field Lawrence college will play host to the visiting Vikes of Grinnell. This game, which will mark the first home appearance of the season for the Lawrence gridiron, will be a highly important contest for both teams with the Midwest Conference rate.

In pre-season figuring both teams are rated in the top positions among the Midwest Conference. The Grinnell team is composed entirely of sophomores, and is expected to be a very strong ball team. The Lawrence team, which has been in practice all the past week and is in top form, will be a team to be reckoned with.

If both the Grinnell and Lawrence teams are rated among the top ten in the conference it is because they have shown the ability to play sound football. The Lawrence team has a strong line and a well conditioned team of backs. The Grinnell team is noted for its speed and fast running backs.

The Ginnell team that has an championship ambition should win this game. But it will be a hard fought game. The Grinnell team is well conditioned and has shown the ability to play outstanding football. The Lawrence team has the advantage of being able to have a well conditioned team and is expected to be in top form after a week of practice.

In the past week the Lawrence team has been in practice and has shown its ability to play football. The team has been working on its fundamentals and has been working on its blocking and tackling. The Lawrence team is expected to be in top form for this game.

The Grinnell team is also expected to be in top form for this game. The team has been working on its fundamentals and has been working on its blocking and tackling. The Grinnell team is expected to be in top form for this game.

The game will be of great importance to both teams. The Lawrence team is in the top ten in the conference and the Grinnell team is in the top ten in the conference. The team that wins this game will be well placed in the conference standings.
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Second Recreation Excursion Impresses 36 Participants

The second excursion of the Lawrence college recreation department was held last Sunday afternoon as a group of thirty-six students took an enjoyable canoe trip through the beautiful Waupaca. Harvey Kuester, form-room, noon as a group of thirty-six students took an enjoyable canoe trip through the Crystal River.
from the editorial board

corn dinner meetings—final touch or the last straw?*

Every Wednesday evening, all residents of Brokaw and Ormsby halls must attend a corn dinner meeting. This meeting is designed to acquaint students with the aims and ideals of the Liberal Arts education. Attendance is compulsory, and those who do not feel that they are as interested in the meeting as they should be are not free to think they are. Of course, there are many things in the meeting which do not thoroughly enjoy but whose good for our own good.

Added to this, most of the meetings are unpopular. Perhaps forcing people to take part in what they don’t want to do even if it doesn’t seem like a particularly bitter pill to swallow, will, in the long run, do more evil.

Another point which must be required people to come to a meal, any meal. We have com
gress and all convocation.

"ings" If this program is so inadequate that a student
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let the editor know

Note to students of Valley

The Lawrence United Charities is teachers to help other students

now in the midst of its annual

annual "Student Service Fund, an organi-

ized to encourage the giving of the students.

There are still many people who feel that we must do all that we can give, so do our best. When the Lawrence University, Mr. Gebert could

The problem with the corn meetings is that there seems to be a serious lack of interest among the students.

The students that come to school do so not because they want to learn and set an example for themselves. We realize that we must have

the students themselves are strongly behind it. And

the editor:
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... still need us...

Lawrence United Charities teachers to help other students.

So now with the invasion smashed, the crossing of the 38th parallel has resulted in a victory for the UN quick and effectively with a

remaining in Korea.

by Gerbert
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